
 

Hawaii Tourism Japan Portal Site allhawaii.jp Guideline 

Allhawaii.jp is Hawaii Tourism Japan’s portal site that provides a variety of information regarding 

Hawaii’s travel appeal to its users.  In order to receive a spot registration ID, businesses must agree to 

the following regulations: 

1. General Provision 

These regulations are applicable to information published on Hawaii Tourism Japan’s portal site, 

allhawaii.jp. Contents listed on the site may be used in Hawaii Tourism Japan’s other marketing 

tools to promote the Hawaiian Islands. 

 

2. Supervision 

Overall supervision of allhawaii.jp will be handled by Hawaii Tourism Japan. In order to acquire 

the spot ID, which entitles the rights to edit information within the designated spot page, the 

company must: 

 Have a Hawaii State Business License or Special Business license 

 Publish and maintain accurate and recent information posted on allhawaii.jp spot page 

 

3. Prohibited content of information 

Hawaii Tourism Japan prohibits below contents. We have the authority to delete and edit 

information without any notification if any prohibited contents listed below are detected 

 

1. Content which is or likely illegal due to laws or clauses.  

2. Content which criticizes the third person, and/or Hawaii State 

3. Content which penalizes the third person, and/or Hawaii State 

4. Content which violates author’s rights, image rights, privacy rights, any rights or advantage 

5. Content which relates to political, religious, and electoral activities or similar activities 

6. Contents which is against public order and molarity 

7. Content which is untrue or fabricated 

8. Content which is judged as a personal PR activity 

9. Content includes coupon(s) and advertisement(s) 

10. Content which Hawaii Tourism Japan judges as inappropriate 

 

4. Regulation and Standard of URL 

Links may be posted on your spot page, however they should be limited to official webpage(s) 

that are published and updated by public organization(s), public interest group(s), and wide 

range of general public.  

 

 



5. Disclaimer 

Hawaii Tourism Japan will never bear responsibility for any damage towards the third party 

caused by information listed on your spot page and linked page(s). You shall solve problems as a 

responsible spot page owner. Also, you shall be responsible for problems which arise between 

third parties about infringement of copyrights, and shall not impose any problems to Hawaii 

Tourism Japan. 

 

6. (Regulation Change) 

This regulation may change without any confirmation. 

I accepted the above terms and conditions, and apply for issuing ID for Hawaii Tourism Japan 

portal site. 

 

Name: _________________________________________________________ 

Company Name: _________________________________________________ 

Position: ________________________________________________________ 

Phone Number: __________________________________________________ 

Email Address: ___________________________________________________ 

Business License /Special Business License Number: _____________________ 

Signature: ______________________________       Date: _________________ 


